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Three questions 
ǐWhy energy transition challenging innovation

discourse?

ǐDoes equity question needs attention in energy
innovation?

ǐHow can the pathways for just energytransitions be
created?
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Energy transition: Nuances and intricacies 
ǐDefining Energy transition: 
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A particularly significant set of changes to the patterns of 
energy use  in a society, potentially affecting resources, 
carriers, converters, and services. (OƝConnor 2010)



Á A central challengefor global energy governanceis
to managea complexƜenergytrilemmaƝthat involves
the interconnectedbut often competing,demandsof
energy security, climate change mitigation, and
energyequity (Gunningham2013).

ÁTrade-offs between the different dimensionsof the
trilemma. Equitydimensionis leastconsidered.

ÁThe needs of the poorest and the embedded
inequalities of the global energy system makes
energytransition challenging.7



ÁEnergy transition involves all links in the chain:
political will, regional and global political interests,
policyinstruments,energyproviderssuchas utilities,
delivery systems, technology, innovation and end
users.
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Equity: Going beyond equality 
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Defining equity
Equity is the absenceof avoidable or remediable
differences among groups of people, whether
those groups are defined socially, economically,
demographicallyor geographically.

(World Health Organisation)
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ÁEquity in an energy context, is defined in terms of
accessto affordable, safe and reliable energy, and
the distribution of the risks and benefits of new
technologies,would vary over space and time, and
within social groups (Sareen & Haarstad 2018,
Savacool& Dworkin2015).
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ǐMuch current energy research remains focused on 
two areas: 

1. Technical questions as to which innovations can be 
cheap, produce more and reduce emissions.

2. Political questions about how to achieve energy 
security. 
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Equity related questions are mostly not considered 
especially in transitional societies 
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16 (OECD, 2017)
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Innovation in energy transitions

ÁAn imperative in energy transition dynamics is
innovation.

Á Innovationsact in multiple ways asƜpushƝandƜpullƝ
factors in drivingenergytransition.

ÁAdvances in technology, improved efficiency and
reduction of cost have made renewable a
competitive aspect of the energy transition
discourse.18
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Innovation questions: Points to ponder

ÁWhat does innovation reallymean?

ÁWhy do we do innovation?

ÁTo whom we do innovation?

ÁHow do we asses our innovation?

ÁWhat is our unit of analysis? 
21
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4 questions for decoding

(1) Why is the market not delivering clean energy to the poor and 
those in needƛnot only in hard-hit urban areas but also in rural 
communities that feel left out of the economic recovery? 

(2) How can that change and what role can renewable energy industry 
play to achieve this? 

(3) How can the realisation and maximisation of the technology 
benefit those most in need? 

(4) What are the market barriers that need to be overcome to reach 
the less well-off, so that we create a just transition to a clean 
energy future?23



Howto makethetransitionsjust?
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